CHEMISTRY ADDITION EXHAUST MANIFOLD PROJECT

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

- This alert includes an impact to the Physical Life Sciences Building Parking Lot due to the Chemistry Addition facility rooftop component demolition.
- ADA parking will not be impacted.
- Sidewalk ADA passage will remain a priority.
- Physical Life Sciences parking lot will not be available.
- A spotter will be present to ensure the coordination of pedestrian safety and crane activity.
- NOTE: Rooftop daytime demolition will create NOISE heard outside and inside the facility. The demolition will consist of metal removal as well as concrete.

SCHEDULE of IMPACT:

- **03.04.2024 through 03.08.2024**
- Crane Location and parking lot closure
- NOISE inside and outside of Chemistry Addition Facility

BACKGROUND:

- The Chemistry Addition Exhaust Manifold Project is an Academic On-Demand renovation project that is underway. The project will incur interior and exterior impacts related to the exhaust manifold renovation efforts.
- Jamerson-Lewis Construction is the contractor performing this work for UVA.

ISSUED BY:

- Taryn Spence, Sr. Project Manager, CC&R, tsh2n@virginia.edu, c 434.872.3154
- Amanda Farmer, Sr. Construction Manager, af5qc@virginia.edu, c 434.566.2736
PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREA AFFECTED:

03.04.2024

through

03.08.2024

End of Alert